natural occurrences in the field is almost impossible due to the factors of time and place, and a lack of control over the variables involved. If progress is to be made, it appears that an artificial device is a prerequisite. Where the latter is used, the results are a step removed from the natural phenomena and must be interpreted accordingly if they are to be other than qualitative. T h e dynamic characteristics of air flow over surfaces in an artificial device and in the open must be known to surmount this difficulty.
T h e research reported here deals with the wind tunnel approach. T h e task of tying natural occurrences to artificial device is in progress.
Portable Wind Tunnel Portable wind tunnels have been constructed previously to study wind erosion in the field. Citations of reports dealing with their description have been given previously by Zingg and Chepil.3 T h e requirements of il portable wind tunnel, based on the author's interprctation of these prior experiences, may be summarized briefly as follows:
1. T h e wind tunnel must be capable of producing an air stream free of general rotation and of known and steady characteristics.
2. I t must provide easy and positive control of a range of wind velocities and forces common to the natural wind. 3. I t must be durable. 4. I t must be safe to use. 5. I t should have sufficient size to afford free movement and representative sampling of eroding materials over field surfaces. G. I t must have ready portability.
7. I t should be light in weight and amenable to quick and positive assemblage and dismantling.
In assembling the present tunnel, commercial equipment was used in so far as possible. T h e air-moving unit consists of a heavy duty axial-type ventilating fan with adjustable vane-inlet control. T h e fan has 6 blades and is 3 feet in diameter. unit. These items are mounted on a ri inch channel iron framework. T h e addit axle, and wheels converts it to a porta trailed for short distances and for imm the field with a pickup. It is transpor tances on a truck for safety considerations air flow up to approximately 32,000 c.f without exceeding the ratings of either T h e unit is capable of creating sufficie a 9 square foot duct to satisfy requirem T h e air stream is conveyed from the + round delivery section of the fan to the section of the tunnel duct by a lightwei transition section 6 feet in length. In pa the transition section the flow is diffus uniform by a system of screening, and from general rotation by passage thro comb straightening device. It then en with proper alignment, and a turbule boundary layer of determinable character with length over the test surface.4
T h e %foot square duct sections are 6 They are made of heat treated 24-ST alu of 0.072-inch thickness. Three sheets and sidewalls of the duct section. Each by a 1-inch welded and rivet-attached al framework. T h e three sheets of each sect to fold flat for ease in handling and tra the body of a pickup. Five aluminum s tute a duct length of 30 feet which is co cient to satisfy requirement 5. T h e use is arbitrary.
T o assemble the complete tunnel fo quires:
1 . Raising the front end of the trailing po hoist until the wheels clear the ground wheels, and lowering of the framework o ground. 2. Attachment of the aluminum transition a ing sections 'to the delivery section of the 3. Assembly of the collapsible aluminum joining together with vi:e-grip clamps.
T h e operations described above req to 15 minutes for a three-man crew. T h e sections have rigidity sufficient to pr alignment and to require no side suppor Published April, 1951 
